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Syntea SA has been active on the education market for over 10 years. A system of delivering 

competence services including training courses, certification, internship, apprenticeship, traineeship 

programmes, or job centre activities allow us to guide our customers, i.e. individuals, companies, 

institutions, and organisations, through the entire education process, from analysing competencies, 

using supplementary training, careers advising services, professional traineeship to finding a job                 

and optimizing it. A system developed by our company is fully compliant with the idea                                     

of occupational mobility of employees and adapted to the most important directives of the European 

and global education policy.  

During our activity we have acquired over EUR 13 000 000 for implementing local, national                          

and international education projects. We have already trained over 45,000 individuals and issued over 

50,000 certificates.  

Permanent success can be nowadays achieved only due to cooperation and partnership. We realized 

it in 2012 when we began building a partnership network in East-Central Europe.  Nowadays Syntea  

Education Partners include over 100 public and commercial entities operating within education, 

consulting and labour markets in Poland and abroad. 

Our business model involves not only the activity of Syntea's talented and experienced managers, 

but also its unique product portfolio satisfying the needs of the dynamically changing labour market, 

and the company's experience in acquiring EU and state funds for carrying out educational projects. 

All these factors are combined with our partners' potential and familiarity with their local labour 

markets. Individuals, who have already joined our network, explore new development directions      

and opportunities for their business and gain numerous advantages.   

Join Syntea Education Partners!

WE INSPIRE YOU TO CONSTANTLY DEVELOP YOUR COMPETENCES 
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VOCATIONAL 
COMPETENCES: 

ü

ü

ü

ü

vocational (Vocational Competence 
Certificate, Aptech IATA),
foreign languages (professional 
jargons) ,
IT (Microsoft, Microsoft Dynamics, 
Cisco, Linux, ECDL, ECCC),
business.

INTERNSHIP, APPRENTICESHIP, 
AND TRAINEESHIP 

PROGRAMMES:

ü

ü

implemented in cooperation with 
entrepreneurs, both in the country 
and abroad,
for learners, students, graduates, 
and teachers.

JOB-CENTRE ACTIVITY:

ü

ü

ü

ü

status of a job centre,
improving employees' skills so that 
they would meet employers' needs,
cooperating with labour market 
institutions,
a g r e e m e n t s  w i t h  f o r e i g n  
employers. 

K12 education
Primary school, 

lower-secondary school, secondary 
school

Cooperation 
with universities

Postgraduate studies, courses for 
students, MBA, internship, 

apprenticeship, and traineeship 
programmes

Continuing education
Providing individuals 

with opportunities to retrain 
and improve professional 

competences

Age
19 25

SCOPE OF ACTIVITY 

PRODUCTS COMPLIANT WITH LIFELONG LEARNING STRATEGY
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2003

Launching 
Międzynarodowe 
Centrum Szkoleń 
i Kompetencji Sp. z o.o. 
(MCSK) - currently 
Syntea SA.

At the beginning 
the company acquired a 
status of Microsoft 
Business Solutions 
training partner 
and the company 
was the first institution 
in Poland 
that was granted 
this title. 

2004

Implementing 
ISO 9001:2000 
Quality Management 
System. 

Outsourcing training 
courses Microsoft 
Dynamics Axapta 
in Avon Cosmetics 
Poland for 431 
employees 
from 23 departments.

2005

Opening education 
centre in Warsaw.

Extending the scope 
of activity and including 
users of Microsoft 
Dynamics systems 
(currently over 
500 companies).

2006

Acquiring the highest 
partnership status, 
i.e. Microsoft Gold 
Certified Partner. 

Beginning cooperation 
with public 
and education sectors 
and including open IT 
training courses.

2007

Extending the scope 
of services encompassed 
by the Quality 
Management System 
and including consulting 
and auditing services.

Successful delivery 
of training courses 
included in the '18-24, 
Time for self-reliance' 
project financed 
from EU funds 
and implemented 
for numerous Voluntary 
Labour Corps 
and about 1000 
beneficiaries.

CALLENDAR

EUR 13 000 000
45 343
50 000

3 000
700

130

Amount of funds acquired for carrying out education projects

Number of trained individuals 

Number of certificates issued 

Number of cooperating trainers 

Number of individuals who participated in internship, 

apprenticeship, and traineeship programmes

Number of education projects carried out 

MAGIC NUMBERS
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2008

Extending the scope 
of cooperation 
with higher education 
institutions: Adam 
Mickiewicz University 
in Poznań, Gdańsk 
University of 
Technology, 
and Maria Curie 
Skłodowska University.

Acquiring a status 
of the first Polish 
Comarch training 
partner.

2009

Delivering courses 
in less than two weeks 
for about 700 civil 
service employees 
from 16 regions 
(on the commission 
of The Chancellery 
of the Prime Minister 
of Poland).

2010

Receiving financial grant 
for building 
the most modern Polish 
training environment.

Delivering courses 
for over 4000 teachers 
and administration 
employees 
from Podlasie 
within the "Improving 
skills of employees - 
bridging the gap 
in computer 
competences" project.

2011

Merging MCSK 
Sp. z o.o. with Syntea 
SA; operating together 
under the firm Syntea 
SA.

Creating the company's 
own brands, 
i.e. edu4talents, 
Professional Knowledge 
Academy. 

2012

Signing investment 
agreement with Aptech 
Limited.

Developing Syntea's 
own network 
of partners in Poland 
and East - Central 
Europe: Syntea 
Education Partner. 
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ABOUT  VCC

Vocational Competence Certificate (VCC) is a uniform system of certifying vocational competences acquired outside the formal 

education system. The idea of VCC was born in 2007. It was a result of observing changes occurring on labour market and was created              

by taking into account such issues as cooperation and integration of knowledge and vocational skills with the needs of companies 

operating on international labour market. VCC has conducted analyses involving monitoring requirements and the needs of the labour 

market as well as analysing competences and the needs of various areas of professional activity. 

The idea of VCC is constantly developed while integrating Partners from different countries and continents.  A research analysis as well  

as various forecasts has been given by VCC in compliance with the European Union concepts. This fact is reflected in operational 

programmes involving occupational mobility in the years 2007 - 2013 and, in particular, in the years 2014 - 2020. They also respond                    

to activities undertaken within Polish and European Qualifications Framework aiming at promoting occupational mobility of employees 

as well as facilitating the implementation of lifelong learning. 

The VCC standard provides an opportunity to acquire new vocational competences (New Competences) as well as to develop                   

the already acquired competences (Select Competences) in order to adapt them to the needs of the constantly changing labour 

market. 

Due to the fact that training and certification scheme does not only include theoretical knowledge but also practical professional skills, 

foreign language professional jargon as well as computer skills, it can be stated that the VCC system is extremely innovative. Only 

demonstrating this knowledge and competences make it possible to receive the VCC certificate.

Select 
Competences

New
Competences

More information on www.vccsystem.eu
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Professional experts

Supporting partners

Coaches Examiners

Career advisers
Examination

System Operators

Business specialists

VCC Structure

FOUNDATION
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APTECH  COURSES

�strategic partner and minority shareholder in Syntea SA,

�the company operates on 5 continents in over                             

40 countries,

�it cooperates not only with international concerns,                    

i.e. Microsoft or Disney, but also schools and universities   

all over the world,

�it operates through over 1300 training centres (own                  

and franchised), it is a shareholder in Chinese, Polish,               

and Brazilian companies,

�over 6 million individuals all over the world completed 

Aptech courses.  

ARENA  ANIMATION

�comprehensive vocational courses and postgraduate 

studies in graphic design and animation,

�products localised by Syntea SA,

�over 350,000 individuals trained all over the world,

�Arena Animation graduates work for the best graphic 

design and film studios all over the world and create 

graphics and animations for famous movies.

APTECH  AVIATION & HOSPITALITY ACADEMY

�a vast array of courses in tourism, customer service,                

and aviation meet the requirements of the international 

labour market,

�cooperation in apprenticeship, internship, and traineeship 

programmes with airlines all over the world,

�courses organised in cooperation with universities, 

international education institutions and business 

organisations. 
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ARENA ANIMATION

Duration: 40 hours

Duration: 60 hours

INTRODUCTION  TO  MAYA  

INTRODUCTION  TO  2D  ANIMATION 

The course is aimed at persons who would like to start learning 3D graphics. The training will provide the participants with theoretical 

knowledge and practical skills in creating 3D graphics in Autodesk Maya and Adobe Photoshop. After completing the course                      

the participants will be able to independently generate simple 3D animations. The acquired skills will provide the course participants 

with opportunities to take up jobs in companies requiring basic knowledge of 3D graphics or Maya software, e.g. post-production 

studios, advertising agencies, etc. 

Training syllabus

�Structure and functions of Maya software, i.e. interface, basic modules, 

project, etc.

�Basic types of geometry, i.e. polygonal, SDS, NURBS.

�Basic modelling in these types of geometry. 

�Basics of lighting.

�Basics of texturing.

�Basics of shading, i.e. defining fabrics.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech Arena Animation 

confirms that the training syllabus and final examination are 

authorised by Aptech Limited. 

 The training is aimed at persons who want to gain theoretical knowledge and practical skills in creating 2D animations by using such 

tools as Flash/After Effects. The course is aimed at entities who want to begin their adventure with computer animation. The following 

tools are used during the delivered training: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Premiere Pro, Adobe After Effects and Adobe 

Flash. After completing the course, the participants will be able to independently generate simple 2D animations. The acquired skills 

will provide the course participants with opportunities to take up jobs in companies creating such animations. Good examples                   

are companies designing websites or games in Flash. An additional advantage of completing this course is the fact that                                

the participants will become familiar with basic tools used in non-linear editing system and generating special effects in Adobe 

Premiere and Adobe After Effects. 

Training syllabus

�Creating and editing 2D graphics in Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator. 

�Working with and creating animations in Adobe Flash. 

�Non-linear editing system: Adobe Premiere.

�Process of creating a 2D cartoon, including basic concepts and animation 

techniques, e.g. timing/spacing/strong poses/pose to pose animation, etc.).

�Creating digital special effects (VFX): Adobe After Effects.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech Arena Animation confirms that 

the training syllabus and final examination are authorised by Aptech 

Limited. 
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3D  ANIMATION 

PIXOLOGIC ZBRUSH - CREATING HIGH QUALITY GRAPHICS 

This course is aimed at entities who want to broaden their theoretical knowledge and developing practical skills in creating 3D 

animations. Course participants learn how to use the following tools: Autodesk Maya, Adobe After Effects, Adobe Premiere Pro, 

Adobe Photoshop. After completing the training the participants will be able to create simple 3D animations independently.                     

The acquired skills will provide the course participants with an opportunity to take up a job in various areas where 3D animation skills 

are required, i.e. in movie/advertising/games industry. 

Training syllabus

�Timing and spacing in animation.

�Parameter interpolation in 3D animation, i.e. function 

curves interpolation types.

�Why is it worthy to create animations manually instead                        

of by using simulation?

�Mass and conservation of energy.

�Strong poses.

�Blend-shaping techniques, i.e. morphing.

�Set Driven Key: creating and joining attributes.

�Constraints: joining objects.

�Path animations.

�Frames and related notions, e.g. IK/FK.

�Connecting frames and models.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech Arena Animation 

confirms that the training syllabus and final examination are 

authorised by Aptech Limited. 

Course participants gain theoretical knowledge and practical skills in creating high quality 3D graphics with Pixologic Zbrush software. 

After completing the course its participants may find a job in any company in which practical skills in creating detailed three-dimensional 

models are required (high-poly modelling). Professionals in this field are wanted by companies operating on film and advertising market, 

or dealing with rendering real-time graphics, e.g. for computer games.

Training syllabus

�Specificity of working with Zbrush, e.g. Pixol and its characterisation.

�Creating new projects using the software, i.e. differences between                 

a tool and a document.

�User interface - design and functions.

�Creating and editing objects, i.e. 3d primitives, polymesh 3D,                           

Z-Spheres, polypainting.

�Art techniques, i.e. using brushes, masks, alpha maps, etc.

�Creating and applying various textures.

�Practical activities on creating objects and developing the art 

techniques.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate is accredited by Aptech Arena Animation                 

and confirms that the training syllabus and examination                              

are authorised by Aptech Limited.

Duration: 40 hours

Duration: 40 hours
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MAYA – ADVANCED RENDERING 

The training is aimed at persons who would like to acquire practical skills in advanced shading, lighting and rendering 3D images                    

in Maya. Course participants will use such tools as: Autodesk Maya, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe After Effects, Adobe Premiere Pro. After 

completing the training, the participants will be able to create advanced shading, lighting and render 3D images in Maya 3D 

independently. The acquired skills will provide the course participants with opportunities to take up jobs in companies dealing with 

generating 3D animations/visualisations, e.g. advertising agencies, architecture studios (visualisations) and companies managing 

production/postproduction of graphics and 3D animations. 

Training syllabus
�Mental Ray.
�Layer rendering.
�Shade tree: a way to create advanced shaders.
�IPR: quick shader preview.
�Displacement.
�mia_material_x: advanced shader for architectural visualisations.
�Classic techniques of lighting 3D images, including such notions as ambient light and light linking.
�Direct/Indirect lighting: basic features and algorithm overview, including energetic GI/FG.
�Portal Light, Black Body.
�Ambient Occlusion.
�Rendering translucent objects, i.e. ray-tracing, caustics.
�Non Photorealistic Rendering exemplified by toon/contour rendering.
�Image Based Lighting: an HDRI technique and physical sun and sky shader. 
�Light scattering/fog.
�Optimizing rendering proces.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech Arena Animation confirms that the training syllabus and final examination are authorised 

by Aptech Limited. 

Duration: 70 hours (including 30 hours of tutoring)
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CREATING REAL  TIME  GRAPHICS 

The training is aimed at entities interested in acquiring skills in creating graphics for computer games and other similar applications, 

e.g. real time visualisations. The training will cover tutoring in creating visualisations by using tools for creating such graphics,                   

e.g. UDK (Unreal Development Kit). The following tools are used during the delivered classes: Autodesk Maya, Adobe Photoshop, 

UDK (optional). After completing the training the participants will be able to independently create models for real time applications. 

The acquired skills will provide the course participants with opportunities to take up jobs in companies generating 3D graphics                   

for computer games or other applications requiring real time graphics - correct and suitable, not overloading the installed system,  

e.g. low-poly models or applying baking process. 

Training syllabus

�Creating correct 3D graphics (covering such issues as: why such options as boolean should not be applied, non-mainfold 

geometry, triangles and polygons in RT graphics, backface culling - paying attention to normal vectors).

�Production pipeline: why is it so important?

�Baking textures and vertices.

�Normal map (object and tangent space).

�Textures for RT graphics, e.g. *.dds format.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech Arena Animation confirms that the training syllabus and final examination are authorised 

by Aptech Limited. 

Duration: 40 hours (including 30 hours of tutoring)
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PRODUCING  CARTOONS  INCLUDING  ELEMENTS  OF  TUTORING 

ART  FOR  IT  (ARTS  FOR  COMPUTER  ENGINEERS) 

The course is aimed at persons who would like to acquire skills in creating 2D and 3D cartoons. Unlike other courses in 2D and 3D 

animation, our training does not cover animation techniques but the process of creating cartoons. The training covers tutoring                     

in creating cartoons. The following tools are used during the delivered classes: Autodesk Maya, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Premiere 

Pro, Adobe After Effects, Corel Painter. After completing the course, the participants will know in details the process of creating 

cartoons. They will be able to generate a short 2D or 3D cartoon. The acquired skills will provide the course participants                                

with opportunities to take up jobs in companies producing cartoons. 

Training syllabus

�The course of production process, 

especially including functions and elements 

of pre-production, production and post-

production phases, e.g. storyboard, 2D/3D 

animatic.

�Working with virtual cameras and their 

function in narration (including especially 

such notions as a frame (strong points), 

plan, camera axis, etc. 

�Drawing narrative.

�Concept design.

�Providing sound (option). 

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech Arena Animation confirms that the training syllabus and final examination are authorised 

by Aptech Limited. 

The course aims at individuals interested in computers, especially in multimedia applications, who wish to improve their skills                           

in art creation.  Participants will acquire new and improve the already acquired skills in art creation and rudiments of art that                      

are necessary in working in areas where, apart from knowing tools and software, other competences are required.  

Training syllabus

�drawing, especially: still life, landscape, 

perspective, figures,

�painting, especially: using colours, 

�drawing narrative,

�sculpture (figures). 

Certification
Syntea SA certificate is accredited by Aptech 

Arena Animation and confirms that the training 

syllabus and examination are authorised                        

by Aptech Limited. 

Duration: 80 hours (including 30 hours of tutoring)

Duration: 80 hours
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APTECH AVIATION & HOSPITALITY ACADEMY

Duration: 40 hours

Duration: 40 hours

QUALITY  OF  TOURISM  SERVICES 

GROUND  SERVICE  PERSONNEL 

The course prepares its participants to acquire competences that will allow them to provide services in tourism sector effectively               

and efficiently. During the course the participants will acquire skills in effective customer service within tourism sector. Thanks                     

to comprehensive and specialised topics covered within the course, the participants will be able to broaden their knowledge about 

culture codes of different regions in the world. As a result of acquiring new skills, the course participants will be able to function                     

in tourism business as highly qualified employees of tourism agencies, tour operators, cultural managers or hospitality entities. 

Training syllabus
�Basic terms in tourism.
�Interpersonal communication.
�Barriers in effective communication.
�Etiquette in telephone conversations.
�Etiquette in electronic correspondence.
�Basic principles of customer service.
�Different forms of complaints.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech 

Aviation&Hospitality confirms that the training 

syllabus and final examination are authorised  

by Aptech Limited. 

The acquired skills will provide the course participants with opportunities to take up jobs as personnel servicing aircrafts in airports. 

Experienced specialists from various countries in the world participated in the proces of developing the training syllabus.              

Training syllabus
�Job searching methods.
�Basics of aviation.
�Aviation industry.
�Safety on the tarmac.
�Ground service personnel.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech 

Aviation&Hospitality confirms that the training 

syllabus and final examination are authorised                      

by Aptech Limited. 
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FLIGHT  DECK  PERSONNEL:  TRAINING  FOR  STEWARDS  AND  STEWARDESSES 

CARRIAGE  OF  DANGEROUS  GOODS 

The course prepares its participants to take up jobs as flight deck personnel, i.e. stewards/stewardesses. The training has been 

developed by the best practitioners in the world, it complies with Polish and international regulations and meets potential employers' 

requirements, regardless of their country of origin. An additional advantage of the course is the opportunity to obtain legally required 

qualifications and international certificates. 

Training syllabus

�Basics of aviation.

�Aviation operations.

�Human factor in aviation operations.

�Grooming.

�Personnel's duties.

�Serving passengers.

�Hazardous situations and emergency 

procedures.

�Civil aviation security.

�First aid.

�Career.

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech 

Aviation&Hospitality confirms that the training 

syllabus and final examination are authorised                     

by Aptech Limited. 

Courses in air carriage of dangerous goods are required by mandatory provisions of law. Completing such training is a necessary 

condition for taking up jobs on various positions in different companies dealing with air carriage of dangerous goods. Training syllabus 

is compliant with ICAO and IATA regulations. 

Training syllabus
The training syllabus depends on DGR category 

and is compliant with mandatory provisions              

of International Civil Aviation Organization              

and Civil Aviation Authority. 

Certification
Syntea SA certificate accredited by Aptech 

Aviation&Hospitality confirms that the training 

syllabus and final examination are authorised                      

by Aptech Limited. 

Duration: 40 hours

Duration: 40 hours
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OUR BUSINESS OFFER

Our business cooperation model, based on granting our partners license, has been created on the basis of over 10-year cooperation 

with entities from commercial and public sectors.  The model is beneficial both for licencees and final recipients of competence 

services. 

The main advantage is the opportunity for a licencee to use ready-made solutions of competence products and mechanisms                        

of acquiring financial means for carrying out projects. This allows partners to focus on running and developing their business basing  

on a proven business model. 

Syntea competence services have a well-established position on the Polish market and are successfully applied in projects financed  

by EU funds.  

Experienced Syntea SA consultants with considerable knowledge in developing, organising, and implementing education projects 

always support our business partners on each stage of cooperation.

�the right to use Syntea SA, VCC, Aptech, PKA, edu4talents logotypes,

�full support and know-how on distributing our products,

�commonly developed model of income distribution,

�ready-made education materials meeting current needs of the labour market (over 50 publications) with an option to translate 

into national foreign languages,

�unique education materials to learn professional jargon of a foreign language,

�proven teaching materials, i.e. curricula, syllabi, examination tests, modern IT tools, including an examination and certification 

platforms,

�support in accrediting teaching staff,

�experienced staff employed by Syntea SA will provide support in developing marketing and sales strategies,

�support in implementing projects financed by the EU: helping to develop a project, select actions, ratios, budget,                                    

and argumentation. Everything is based on our experience. 

�non-residential premises (or office space) where courses will be delivered,

�classroom equipped with about 10 computers and Internet connection ,

�appropriate staff, including:

�Syntea SA consultant (product manager),

�examiner,

�examination system operator,

�trainer.

 We offer:

What do you need to begin?
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LICENCING REGULATIONS

Our business model is clear and simple.

It includes two types of partners:

EDUCATION  ACADEMY – entity delivering courses Education institutions, regional labour market institutions, continuing education 

institutions, vocational schools,  technical secondary schools, associations of employers, as well as companies, institutions, and other 

organisational entities, after successful accreditation, can be granted the status of Education Academy. Formal conditions for being 

granted the status of Education Academy includes: delivering teaching based on accredited teaching materials from Syntea's portfolio, 

employing teaching staff authorised to teach particular professions or competences, and providing infrastructure necessary for 

delivering teaching.  Education Academies specialised in delivering vocational courses may also submit their own topics and teaching 

materials to be accredited and, at the same time, be involved in developing the VCC system. 

EXAMINATION PARTNER – entity organizing and conducting examinations Schools, higher education institutions, training 

companies, continuing education institutions, employers, and other entities can become Examination Partners, provided that they 

meet such requirements as having appropriate infrastructure and employing staff authorised to conduct examinations.

�Annual licence fee ranges from EUR 100 to 500. 
�Accreditation fee for a trainer: each candidate for a trainer must acquire accreditation (take an examination testing knowledge in 

the material to be taught), which costs EUR 100-200 p.p. Accreditation process results in a trainer receiving a certificate 

confirming his competences within a specific module.  
�Fee for using teaching materials: from EUR 20 per each course participant. 

�Accreditation fee for an examiner: each candidate for an examiner must acquire accreditation (take an examination testing 

knowledge in the material to be taught), which costs EUR 100-200 p.p. Accreditation process results in an examiner receiving                 

a certificate confirming his trainer competences within a specific module.  
�Accreditation fee for examination system operator.
�Fee for taking examination on examination platform and fee for issuing a certificate (from EUR 60).

Licence fees for an Education Academy:

Licence fees for Examination Partners:

Five steps to begin the cooperation:

Prepare a business 

plan involving 

distribution of 

Syntea's products 

on your market

 (we will send 

a draft of the 

business plan 

to your mailbox).  

Select training 

modules 

from Syntea's 

portfolio that you 

would like 

to develop 

on the local market.  

Sign 

licence 

agreements.

Certify 

trainers/

examiners/

examination 

system operators 

so that they would 

meet accreditation 

standards.  

Recruit course 

participants                  

and earn                    

in our system.

1 2 3 4 5
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Due to Syntea's profile meeting our expectations as well               

as including our education services (graphics and computer 

animation, i.e. Arena Animation brand as well as aviation               

and hospitality, i.e. Aviation & Hospitality Academy brand)              

in this company's product portfolio, we believe that it will            

be possible to achieve synergy that would allow Syntea SA            

to offer its products outside Polish territory and allow us               

to become present on CEE markets where we could offer 

training products proven in other parts of the world.  

Development strategy and investment plans for the next few 

years presented by Management Board of Syntea SA 

confirmed the potential and perspectives for achieving 

success.

Ninad Karpe
Managing Director & CEO of Aptech Limited, India
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For TRAINICO the cooperation with SYNTEA SA means                        

a broadening of our business portfolio to Eastern Europe.             

With SYNTEA SA we found an ideal business partner in Poland. 

Due to a growing shortage of skilled workers in Germany 

together with SYNTEA SA we will qualify personnel for German 

aviation industries and procure suitable companies                           

for internships as well as for a later permanent employment.              

In this field TRAINICO collaborates closely with its parent group 

Adecco Germany Holding and the four sub-brands Adecco 

Personaldienstleistungen GmbH, Tuja Zeitarbeit GmbH, DIS AG 

and euro engineering AG.

Jürgen Grau
CEO / Managing Director TRAINICO GmbH, Germany



www.syntea.pl
info@syntea.pl

Syntea SA
Wojciechowska 9a

20-704 Lublin
Poland

Tel.: +4881 45 21 400
Fax: +4881 45 21 401 

www.facebook.com/SynteaSA  


